
 

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android. Nice!  

 

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Key 

West 1 pm Today I'm going to the Hunger Games: Mockingjay 

- Part 2. I will be looking for some inventions that will send 

our 1984 II Dictator Snow's to Hell for more than 4 trillion 

years, ha! Thanksgiving Day BirthDay gift of $777 Trillion to 

the wife!  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Masterminding of GPS tracking of UPS + FedEx Trucks put in 

the Apple Watch, iphone 007... at least in Paris ASAP! GPS 

tracking the speed you drive your car, where you drive your 

car on Google Maps. All Traffic Accidents cause + prevention 

on Google Maps. Masterminding traffic control.  

 

State of the Arts Laser Guidance, Green + Red Lasers not 

pointed at Planes but Cars + People driving and crossing the 

streets. End of the Era of a Walk Light coming on for 5 or 10 

seconds. CCTV watches everyone in the cross walk get safely 

across then the Laser Across the Intersection is green - for 

traffic - Traffic Lights go the way of Gas Stations - Wall Street 



Orwellian Alert sell your stock in Traffic Lights as Laser 

Guidance will replace all Traffic Lights! End to running Red 

Lights as Red Laser across the intersection will not let the car 

cross over the Laser Beam, the car will Stop, driver has no 

choice, Grin!!  

 

NYC until then can do a quick fix of all "Walk" at the same 

time stopping traffic all directions and hire the Homeless to 

hold the STOP sign sticks... at $15 a hour ha.  

 

 

 

 

 

Extended pedestrian areas and shorter, more direct 

crosswalks will make walking safer at the intersection of 

Broadway, Amsterdam, and 71st Street.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... West 



Point Wives, how are they doing, West Point Wives, how are 

they doing. Least they don't have to hid their Husbands 

Nuclear Submarine with 120 H-Bombs on board, grin.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

tranquilizer for cat + cat fights masterminded for everyone 

on Earth, put it in the H2O if it works Dr. Nancy Snyderman 

would say!! Jimmy Carter didn't need a Nuclear Sub with 

120 H-Bombs...  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the, la Jimmy Carter who 

Scammed God all his life then he gave the Godsend of 120 H-

Bombs to Pakistan!!  

 

West Point Masterminds Moslem Battlefields as Generals 

failed everyone on Earth. The all out Nuclear War with 

Moscow is now a all out nuclear war with Moslem Generals in 

Pakistan. 120 H-Bombs built in 2015.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... WHO 

MD's fail our Habitat for Humanity, Jimmy Carter was the 

Mastermind who destroy the Earth in a all out Nuclear War 

over God. Ironic as Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life. 

120 H-Bombs via Pakistan to boost prosperity and peace? 

Jimmy was looking for worms same time they built 120 H-

Bombs... scene out of a 007 movie mocking M on a fishing 

trip.  

 

Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life then he gave the 

Godsend of 120 H-Bombs to Pakistan!!  

 



 

 

 

Jimmy Carter Nuclear Submarine will retaliate... Thank 

God! SWF's will retaliate too, there are a lot more STD cases 

in the US than ever before—especially amongst men in 

General, ha!  

 

 

Jimmy Carter Nuclear Submarine will retaliate... Godsend 

Rx Stage 4 Cure for French Women by Christmas 2015...  

 

Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life then he gave the 

Godsend of 120 H-Bombs to Pakistan!!  

 

 



 

 

 

Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life then he gave these 4 

girls Godsend of MacBook Pro's costing $8K each to the Navy 

for a Nuclear Jimmy Carter Submarine, yes 120 H-Bombs are 

on the Jimmy Carter Submarine! Costing more than a 

MacBook Pro, grin!  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... New 

York Times Editorial - "How West Point + Walter Reed 

Generals Failed Its People" 120 H- Bombs going off in view of 

the Eiffel Tower and to add Insult No 155 Story Eiffel Tower 

Yale Paris Medical School ever built when they have a War 

Chest of $777 Trillion, they bought the Jimmy Carter Nuclear 

Submarine!! New York Times Op-Ed Contributor. A minute of 

silence is observed in front of Notre-Dame Cathedral, Paris, 

on Monday. Michel Houellebecq: How France’s Leaders Failed 

Its People By MICHEL HOUELLEBECQ  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 



Masterminded. God's; only regret is that they didn’t capture 

him alive so that they could interrogate him, Jimmy Carter. 

Ha! $777 Trillion in Oil Money Masterminded by Jimmy 

Carter is a lot of money even to God. $7 trillion for MacBook 

Pro's at every Paris Cafe Table. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 

Innovative Surgery to get 50% more up and walking after 

being shot. Gun shot surgery on 100" Ultra LG monitors, 

Shock + Awe Serendipity!  

 

 

To Have Have Not iapps and, la MacBook Pro French Cafe 

with 100" LG's - Voltaire II + Oppenheimer II + III Dr. Dad's 

took Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina into the OR when they were 5. 

re-evaluate its priorities. Our Elite 1984 II Dictators are 

infected with Syphilis, HIV, STD's, MS Virus, they need surgery 

innovations. Humanitarian response in order to prevent 4 

girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Cafe Window from 

being murdered by a "Wine O" Dr. Nancy + Dr. Katrina will 

send them to Disneyland Paris New Surgery Theme Parks! 

Alice in Wonderland will take on a new Universe suppressed 

by Pope's for thousands of years, Anatomy 101. Steve Jobs + 

Biden Failed.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Masterminded the spin and orbit of Top Quarks in the 

Gravity Engine. Caught on a 100" Ultra LG monitor, "Shock + 

Awe" of Bush's failure to Humanity, War for Texas Oil Money, 

BP Oil Money, how much is $777 Trillion? $7 trillion for 

MacBook Pro's at every Paris Cafe Table. Elite in Pairs never 

built a 55 Story Yale Paris Med School with all the French 

African Oil Revenues since 1980. History "The Realign of 

Terror after the French Revolution is still going on today via 



Oil Fields in Africa.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Mastermind Abaaoud caught on Paris metro CCTV as attacks 

went on:  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Masterminds got 19K SWF in the USA murdered by drunk 

men in 2015 in the USA and sent all their West Point 

Generals to protect the Oil Fields.  

 

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Masterminds of innovative surgery to get 50% more shot up 

and walking lost everything to CBS Nightly News in Paris not 

covering any of over 300 surgeries from the Paris Terrorists 

attacks.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Mastermind "Time" - Memory caught on a MRI nothing in 

the "Times" front page headlines or CBS 60 minutes, I need 

the memory of a MD! Rx for Memory!!  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Northern Mali fell under the control of Islamist militants in 

2012, but a French-led offensive ousted them in 2013, The 

number of people killed was unclear, but the manager of 

hotel said perhaps three people were dead, and there were 

indications that the hostage takers were releasing Muslims 

and continuing to hold non-Muslims. BAMAKO, Mali — At 

least two gunmen stormed a Radisson Blu hotel in Bamako, 

the capital of Mali, on Friday morning and seized 140 



guests.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... CBS 

Nightly News, New York Times; But they are not complete 

idiots. Instead, their main flaw is a kind of forgetful frivolity 

that necessitates jogging their memory from time to time. 

There are people, political people, who are responsible for the 

unfortunate situation we find ourselves in today, and 

sooner or later their responsibility will have to be 

examined... On 60 Minutes, grin! 120 H-Bombs and $777 

Trillion in Oil Revenues.  

 

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Bill 

Cosby to replace... Princeton Agrees to Consider Removing a 

President’s Name. By LIAM STACK and GABRIEL FISHER 

Students ended a 32-hour sit-in that started amid racial 

tension and focused on the use of former President Woodrow 

Wilson’s name in the university’s public spaces. Bill Cosby to 

replace Woodrow Wilson's name in all public spaces at 

Prinston, Yale, Harvard.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... New 

York’s Rise in Homelessness Went Against National Trend, 

U.S. Report Finds By NIKITA STEWART An annual 

homelessness report by the federal government found that 

New York’s homeless people accounted for 14 percent of the 

national total.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... New 

York’s Rise in Homelessness followed gas prices $5 a gallon 

etc. $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks.  



 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Masterminded 777 Flying into Orbit on long flights for 15 or 

20 minutes land in Paris. Britain will convert a military 

air-to-air refueling plane so that it can be used by Mr. 

Cameron and senior ministers for long journeys. The plane, 

which would retain its refueling capacity, would also be 

available for members of the royal family. British 

government said it would convert one of the Royal Air 

Force’s Voyager planes, no plans for Boeing 777 that can fly 

into orbit for 15 or 20 mins on long fights. It cost more than 

$152,000 for Mr. Cameron and five officials to take a charter 

flight to Saudi Arabia in January to “pay condolences 

following death of King Abdullah.” Long live the King... I 

don't think so... end to gas stations on Earth 1980. Mr. 

Cameron will have to tell Queen Elizabeth how many British 

women were sucker punched in a gas station hold up by a 

Black Man.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Personal GPS watch in the tracking of Moslems + Blacks... 

Donald Trump Says He’d ‘Absolutely’ Require Muslims to 

Register, GPS tracking a more state of the arts. Trump Casino 

tracks the Wales of course, all from Saudi Arabia and UAE, 

grin.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Masterminded. 10 years ago Super Air Bags on the Outside of 

all cars + trucks at Yale. Yale Alumni Failed F - F - F!!!  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Nationwide, three out of every four car seats is installed 

incorrectly, greatly reducing their efficacy and putting kids 

at risk of unnecessary injury or death in automobile crashes, 



said Gloria Del Castillo, child passenger safety expert and 

senior outreach specialist for Buckle Up for Life. To help 

combat this trauma sustained by children, the Yale-New 

Haven Children’s Hospital will implement Buckle Up for Life, 

an injury prevention program that trains parents on correct 

car seat use for their children. The program, created over a 

decade ago. Yale Daily News Grace Castillo Staff Reporter  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

Masterminded. 10 years ago Super Air Bags on the Outside of 

all cars + trucks at Yale. Yale Alumni Failed F - F - F!!!  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 

tranquilizer for cat + cat fights masterminded for everyone 

on Earth, put it in the H2O if it works Dr. Nancy Snyderman 

would say!! Jimmy Carter didn't need a Nuclear Sub with 

120 H-Bombs... West Point Wives, how are they doing. Least 

they don't have to hid their Husbands Nuclear Submarine 

with 120 H-Bombs on board, grin.  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

 

Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life then he gave the 

Godsend of 120 H-Bombs to Pakistan!!  

 



 

 

 

Jimmy Carter Nuclear Submarine will retaliate... Thank 

God! SWF's will retaliate too, there are a lot more STD cases 

in the US than ever before—especially amongst men in 

General, ha!  

 

 

Jimmy Carter Nuclear Submarine will retaliate... Godsend 

Rx Stage 4 Cure for French Women by Christmas 2015...  

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... West 

Point Wives, how are they doing?  

 

Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life then he gave the 

Godsend of 120 H-Bombs to Pakistan!!  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life then he gave these 4 

girls Godsend of MacBook Pro's costing $8K each to the Navy 

for a Nuclear Jimmy Carter Submarine, yes 120 H-Bombs are 

on the Jimmy Carter Submarine! Costing more than a 

MacBook Pro, grin!  

 

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... West 

Point Wives, how are they doing?  

 

Jimmy Carter Scammed God all his life then he gave the 

Godsend of 120 H-Bombs to Pakistan!!  

 

 



 

 

11-20-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Gravity 

of Pakistan Moslems with 120 H-Bombs after the Paris Attack 

is not right at the New York Times! Gravity of Today's 

Editorials at the NY Times are like Mickel Dagdalar and 

Maxence Lezeau squeezed behind a tiny bistro table at Le 

Baromètre Cafe. “la résistance.” la inventsomething! 

Lobotomized Moslems will be the next generation of Slaves 

washing dishes in Paris... let the Moslem terrorists get at the 

heart of France cleaning the streets...  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

To Have Have Not iapps la MacBook Pro French Cafe with 

100" LG's - "Star Travel Gravity Engine!"... 777 times faster 

than the speed of light in Voltaire Invention Projects Novel. 

Gravity of Pakistan Moslems with 120 H-Bombs after the Paris 

Attack is not right at the New York Times! Gravity of Today's 

Editorials at the NY Times are like Mickel Dagdalar and 

Maxence Lezeau squeezed behind a tiny bistro table at Le 

Baromètre Cafe. “la résistance.” la inventsomething! 

Lobotomized Moslems will be the next generation of Slaves 

washing dishes in Paris... let the Moslem terrorists get at the 

heart of France cleaning the streets...  

 

 

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... la 



MacBook Pro Cafe on Voltaire Blvd. 100" Ultra LG at la 

France Cafe on Voltaire Boulevard. Charlie Hebdo, cartoon 

of a bullet-riddled man, spouting Champagne, under a 

headline that read: “They have weapons. Screw them, we 

have Champagne!” Cartoon Newspaper Editorial on par with 

today's New York Times Editorials, ha! New York Times 

Editorial tomorrow, we have the "Graivty Engine", Rx 

Memory, Stage 4 Rx Cure... Screw them we have Oppenheimer 

II + III and the not classified LG-Bomb.  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Paris is 

Voltaire Boulevard and intellectuals. Voltaire would 

immediately write about gun shot surgery, this didn't 

happen in the Paris of CBS Nightly News.  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 300 

shot in surgery and no CBS Nightly News; at all... about 

surgery + inventions. Cardiomyopathy impacts quality of life. 

CBS Nightly News in Paris with no "Surgery" news at all! 

Impacts the life of MD's world wide!! Add to this insults to 

"Inventors" by Obama at Walter Reed! Nothing!! About 

getting 50% more up and walking with innovative surgery 

that has never been done!! 60 Minutes, Dateline, 48 Hours 

and Nothing!!  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 300 

shot in surgery and no Obama at Walter Reed about surgery 

inventions that will get 50% up and walking. Black MD's 

Race Headlines at Yale Today. This is a example of Race 

killing innovation News at Yale, no IP invention projects 

from Obama, ha! Obama's Syphilis, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia, 

MS virus. The number of cases of three key sexually 

transmitted diseases increased last year for the first time 

since 2006, no concerned to Yale Campus News today. "Black 



Lives Matter" not to SWF's given Syphilis, STD's, MS virus, grin. 

There are no white women OJ's... thank God!  

<  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Gravity 

of Pakistan Moslems with 120 H-Bombs after the Paris Attack 

is not right at the New York Times! Gravity of Today's 

Editorials at the NY Times are like Mickel Dagdalar and 

Maxence Lezeau squeezed behind a tiny bistro table at Le 

Baromètre Cafe. “la résistance.” la inventsomething! 

Lobotomized Moslems will be the next generation of Slaves 

washing dishes in Paris... let the Moslem terrorists get at the 

heart of France cleaning the streets...  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Well 

not everyone on the Yale Campus is at Black Lives Matter 

Ralley, The Yale Cardiomyopathy index can be downloaded 

from the App Store on Apple iPhones. The team of two is the 

smallest yet to develop a research-based app using 

ResearchKit, according to the researchers involved. Hall, 

who has computer programming experience, personally 

wrote the app, typing some 15,000 lines of code.  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Paris 

may have changed the politics on both encryption and a 

range of surveillance issues.  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Paris is 



Voltaire, intellectuals, Inventors. Ben Franklin Paris Cafe is 

at the State Dept. ha.  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 1984 II 

Dictators USA + CBS USA Nightly News Killed and , 185000 

left without power after Washington state storms... again this 

year when iPod size can of liquid H @ -254 can heat your 

home and give you electricity without power lines coming 

into the house. Jimmy Carter has know about this electric 

generation for decades yet's still connects his Habitat for 

Humanity Homes to the Power lines killing many people. 

SEATTLE About 185,000 homes and businesses remained 

without power in Washington state late on Wednesday, after 

a storm blew down trees.  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... 150 

million remain without "Power" after CBS and Obama on the 

Nightly News from Paris again refused to put on any surgery, 

for surgery inventions.  

<  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Gravity 

of Pakistan Moslems with 120 H-Bombs after the Paris Attack 

is not right at the New York Times! Gravity of Today's 

Editorials at the NY Times are like Mickel Dagdalar and 

Maxence Lezeau squeezed behind a tiny bistro table at Le 

Baromètre Cafe. “la résistance.” la inventsomething! 



Lobotomized Moslems will be the next generation of Slaves 

washing dishes in Paris... let the Moslem terrorists get at the 

heart of France cleaning the streets...  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... By 

WILLIAM NEUMAN New York Times. Venezuela has long 

insisted it owns everything west of the Essequibo River, 

including the Guyanese town of Bartica, in a battle that 

intensified after an oil discovery. Bill Neuman is a war 

criminal journalists as he knows about the 1 Trillion 

ElectricWindmillFord Escorts coming off the Ford assembly 

line the Times will not put on the Front Page News!  



 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Cyber 

security James B. Comey, the F.B.I. director, warned 

Wednesday that F.B.I. Director Repeats Call That Ability to 

Read Encrypted Messages Is Crucial By NICOLE PERLROTH 

and DAVID E. SANGER The terrorist attacks in Paris may 

have changed the politics on both encryption and a range of 

surveillance issues.  

<  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"... Gravity 

of Pakistan Moslems with 120 H-Bombs after the Paris Attack 

is not right at the New York Times! Gravity of Today's 

Editorials at the NY Times are like Mickel Dagdalar and 

Maxence Lezeau squeezed behind a tiny bistro table at Le 

Baromètre Cafe. “la résistance.” la inventsomething! 

Lobotomized Moslems will be the next generation of Slaves 

washing dishes in Paris... let the Moslem terrorists get at the 

heart of France cleaning the streets...  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

 

11-19-2015 la France we have the "Gravity Engine!"...  

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 



 

inventor8484@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/


 

 

 

 

 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html


 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com


 

 

11-19-2015 Pink H-Bombs Los Alamos + Going off in Paris; 

caused via Oil $777 Trillion!!  

 


